
PURPLE SPEY

Secure the hook in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind down to the

barb tying in a length of Copper wire as you go down.  Wind the Wire 4

turns forwards to form a tag, tie in and trim the waste. Tie in a small

bunch of Purple Bucktail for the tail, this should be half the body length.

Tie in a length of Oval Gold and a length of Burnt Orange floss and take

the thread up to the head binding in everything tightly and forming a

smooth underbody and trim any waste. Wind the Floss up to this point

forming the body. Tie in and trim the waste. Rib the body with the Oval,

tie in and trim the waste. Form a smooth base for the hackles with well

waxed thread. Prepare a Purple Schlappen hackle, the original used a

small Marabou feather, and tie in by the tip. Double it and wind 3 turns

and tie in. Prepare a Teal Flank feather and tie in by the tip. Double it

and 2 turns. Tie in and trim the waste. These hackles should reach the

end of the hook. Cut a slip of fibres from each side of a Lady Amherst

Pheasant centre tail, they should be about 3 fibres wide. Tie one in

each side of the fly as thin flat wings. Prepare a pair of Jungle Cock

eyes and tie in on the sides, they should be half the body length. Fold

back the waste stalks, bind in tightly and trim the waste. Prepare a

Black Heron feather and tie in by the tip. Double it and 2-3 turns. Tie in

and trim the waste. This hackle should reach past the end of the hook.

Form a nice neat head with the Blue thread and whip finish. Now apply

a coat of superglue and when dry several coats of thin clear varnish to

produce a smooth shiny head.

Tag – Fine Copper wire

Tail – Sparse Purple bucktail

Rib – Oval Gold

Body – Burnt Orange floss

Collar Hackles – Purple Schlappen

                             Teal flank

Wings – Amherst pheasant centre tail

Cheeks – Jungle Cock

Head Hackle – Natural Black Heron

Head - Blue
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